
                                          A 2015 Long Gourd Story    
 

 

     The origin of the genes that we use in our hobby of growing specialized competitive plants has 

always been a special interest of mine. When I started growing Long Gourds in 2003, I started 

recording the ancestors of the seeds that I was using, and in 2015 I was fortunate enough to grow a 

new world record. Since I have kept "parentage" records of the top LGs over those years I can now 

trace my 149.5 inch WR back to as far as it is possible to go. Over those 13 seasons there has been a 

huge evolution in the LG gene pool due to the work of many top growers, and I hope other growers 

will enjoy seeing their contributions that are behind the new WR.  

 

     Listed below are the ancestors of the WR going back 6 generations, and since the male pollinator 

genes are in the seeds of the WR, those ancestors are included. The LG identity is "149.50 Eaton '15 -

- 139.25 Ansems '13 x 122.88 Eaton '12". In 6 generations there are a possible 126 ancestors, but 

since there are many repeated there are only 25 individual LGs involved, as shown below. The 

number after the name shows the occurrences. 

 

2014 - none                                                            2007-125.75 Urena-24--#2 world 

                                                                                       -106.13 Jutras-5 

2013 -139.25 Ansems -1 WR       

                                                                              2006-126.50 Jutras-29-----WR 

2012- 122.88 Eaton-1------ #1 Canada 

        - 123.00 Rumancik-1                                    2005- 82 El-Kassis-8 

        - 120.00 Kline-1-------#2 Canada                         - 104 Eaton-8 

                                                                                      - 107 Timm-5-- #4 Ottawa 

2011- 116.62 Martin-3-----sib to WR 

        - 127.50 Kline-2------#3 world                     2004- 94 Corteso-1- Italy-Toronto 

        - 110.13 Mailey-1                                                 - 114 Wallis-1---- #2 world 

                                                                                      - 106 Eaton-1 

2010- 135.00 Jacobus-4----WR 

        - 121.25 Lyons-2----#4 (tie) world                2003- 88.5 Eaton-4--#1 Ottawa          

        - 94 Eaton-2                                                           - 87 Eaton-1 

 

2009- 134.25 Johnson/Butler-14--WR                  2002- 83.9 Berenji- 2 - Serbia 

        - 127.25 Jutras-3------#6 world 

                                                                                2001- 91.5 Barlow-2 - WI record 

2008- none  

 

     Our Long Gourds (Lagenaria Siceraria) originated in Africa and were spread to Europe, Asia and 

the Americas over many thousands of years. Evolution and selection by humans have evolved many 

variations and uses. The reader can find lots more interesting information about them on the internet. 

 

       My part in this historic adventure started when I crossed the "83.9 Berenji 02" with the "91.5 

Barlow 01", this produced my 87 and 88.5 of 2003. The 83.9 (213 cm) seed came from Dr. Janos 

Berenji of Novi Sad, Serbia, on the Danube River. He is a noted plant scientist who ran a gourd 

competition near the city of Novi Sad. The 91.5 was produced by John Barlow of Wisconsin. It can 



be traced back to the "80 Carlson 99". Dan Carlson, Iowa, tells me his seed was from the P & P Seed 

Co. and sold as the Collins Long Gourd. 

 

      From the above crosses, things began to happen. My friend here, Ron Wallis, grew the "114 

Wallis 04" from the 88.5. We took it to the big Toronto Italian competition where he won a one year 

free lease on a new car. We estimate there were 100 growers at that competition. It was very exciting 

with TV cameras, a band, Italian language singers, etc. In a few of the following years I twice won 

the car too. The 114 also beat the world record "110.63 P. Waterman 94". While there, an Italian-

Canadian grower, Mr. Corteso, wanted to trade seeds and I got the "94 Corteso 04" seed. Growers 

there told me all their seed came directly from Sicily and Italy, where they are known as Sicilian 

Zucchinis and/or Cucuzza. On Google check out Cucuzza as well as Serbia Bottle Gourds. 

 

     Next I got another friend here, Tony El-Kassis, to grow some plants including the Corteso seed, 

which he crossed with my "87 Eaton 03". 

 

      This set us up with good genes from the 3 different "gene pools" and the 3 LGs that are solely 

behind the 2015 world record. I want to emphasize that Ron Wallis, Tony El-Kassis and Brant Timm 

were 3 local friends that grew the seed that helped produce some of this good offspring. As far as I 

know these 3 LGs were unrelated for years, maybe even centuries. 

 

      The next big step was the WR "126.5 Jutras 06 -- 104 Eaton 05 x 82 El-Kassis 05".This started a 

string of world records through the "127.56 Urena 07", the "134.25 Johnston-Butler 09", the "135 

Jacobus 10" and the "135.94 Martin 11". 

 

      The world of genes can work in mysterious ways due partly to the fact that seeds in a LG are 

somewhat different from each other. The most awesome recent crosses were by Fred Ansems, Nova 

Scotia, when he crossed 2 seeds from Dave Rumancik, Ohio, with a seed from Todd Kline, Quebec. 

Fred produced the WR "139.25 Ansems 13" and  #2 in the world "137.50 Ansems 13", on different 

mothers. These Kline and Rumancik seeds are entirely descended from the three seeds highlighted 

above. The Ansem seeds are outstanding mothers and are now dominating the modern LG gene pool 

as can readily be seen in the GPC listing at Bigpumpkins.com. 

 

      To sum up, this is just a hobby, but a fascinating one that brings a lot of satisfaction. Take note 

that the LG record has increased on average about 4"/year over the time of this report and it will 

continue to rise, but at a lesser rate over the coming years. It would not be the same without good 

records, good friends to trade seeds with and the listings that show the results on BP.com, where the 

world’s best LG growers can compare their creations each year.                       

 

                                                              Al Eaton, Richmond, Ontario--Nov/2015 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                           

  

 


